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MOTIVATION

Anecdotal evidence suggests that Basel Committee members were fooled 
by big banks when they allowed the use of internal models.
Private conversation with a BCBS member in 2009:
 “We realized we were lagging behind the banks in terms of our 

understanding of risk management models.
 We asked them which were the banks that had developed the best risk 

management methods for complex securities.
 They told us the best in class were Bear Sterns and Lehmann Brothers.
 So we decided to ask advice from these banks…”
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THE  MODEL
 Regulator can be of two types: H (“smart”) or L (“dumb”). 

 Banks lobby regulator by randomly producing “arguments” (risk models or stress tests) 
that can be of low or high complexity κ.

 Smart regulator sets minimum acceptable complexity κ0 (dumb regulator does the 
same to avoid being detected: pooling equilibrium).

 Adverse selection on banks: unobservable heterogeneity in probability of success p.

 If p was observable, regulators would only regulate the banks such that   p<�̅�𝑝.
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THE EQUILIBRIUM

 Below threshold 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , banks do not produce any model and are 
heavily regulated (Standard approach).

 Above threshold 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑐𝑐 banks produce an acceptable model and 
avoid regulation (advanced approach).

 In between the two thresholds,  banks try to fool regulators by 
producing a model that is not comprehensible by dumb regulators.
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THE EQUILIBRIUM (2)

 Smart regulator sets complexity κ0 at the value such that the expected 
probability of success of accepted projects is exactly �̅�𝑝.

 Smart regulator “shows off” in front of bankers in order to get a good 
job next period (revolving doors). He does that by detecting bad 
models that dumb regulator cannot understand. 

 Dumb regulator tries to imitate smart regulator but allows projects that 
he does not understand and should be prohibited.

 As a result, compulsory regulation for all (“rules”) is socially preferable to 
“discretion”, which generates wasteful lobbying and inefficient 
regulatory decisions.
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IS THIS PAPER POLITICALLY CORRECT?

In this paper, there are only two kinds of regulators:

 Dumb ones, who are afraid of being detected, and validate all the 
models they examine, even if they do not understand them.

 Corrupt ones, who encourage banks to develop complex models, 
not because this is socially useful, but because it allows them to 
show off in front of bankers, in order to get a good job in the future.

As a result it would be socially efficient to get rid of them and impose 
automatic regulation to all banks.
I am curious to learn what the ACPR thinks of this model (just kidding!)
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POLICY IMPLICATIONS

 Independently of the sophistication of bankers and regulators, it is 
socially better to regulate all banks.

 Rules are always better than discretion in this model !
 Complexity should be completely banned.
 This is not the direction taken by Basel III and the FSB.
 However moving the supervision of big European banks to the ECB 

might contribute to close the competence gap between regulators 
and banks, which is good in the model.
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COMMENTS

 Extremely elegant model , rigorous and parsimonious.

 Results are natural and very clearly presented.

 Paper is very well written.

I will mostly comment on the assumptions and the policy implications 
and suggest possible extensions.
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COMPLEXITY

There are several kinds of complexities:

 Complex activities (i.e. CDO2) that could be socially harmful.
 Complex regulations, that are supposedly needed to control 

complex activities.
 Complex risk models that may be useful to improve risk 

management, even of standard products (loans).

I believe the paper focuses on the third, but why assuming that 
complexity does not bring any benefit?
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COMPLEXITY (2)

 It would be more natural to assume that more complex models 
provide better assessments of risks, generating a trade off between 
complexity (or discretion) and rules (that cannot be too complex).

 Why do you assume that complexity is randomly drawn by the bank 
(urn model)?

 I would find more natural to assume that the complexity of the 
model is deterministic and is chosen by the bank.
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A CONCRETE EXAMPLE

 Why not motivating the modeling of complexity by a concrete 
example?

Consider for example internal models:
 Each bank builds such a model (or not) primarily to improve internal 

risk management.
 Thus it chooses its level complexity (not random).
 More complex models are more accurate (not in the model).
 As in the model dumb regulators may be fooled, as they do not 

understand them.
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REVOLVING DOORS

There are essentially two theories:
 “quid pro quo”: lax regulators are later rewarded by the banks.
 “regulatory schooling”: regulators learn expertise that is later useful 

to banks (but is it what you know or who you know that matters?).

Lucca et al (2014) test the two theories and conclude in favor of the 
second

This model offers a third theory where the tough regulators are 
rewarded because they signal their talent to bankers.
This should be testable.
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Sophistication also creates agency
problems within banks

MARGIN CALL film character John Tuld (Richard Fuld??) speaking to
young risk manager:
 «Please speak to me as you would a young child or a Golden 

Retriever. It was not brains that got me here, I can tell that»
 Sophistication is also a way for traders to extract rents from top 

management.
 Regulators have started to worry about internal risk management 

and compensation of traders and top managers
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Ngos as a counterweight to regulatory
capture

 Finance Watch is a Brussels based NGO that conducts research and
advocacy on financial regulation.

 Ist mission is «to strengthen the voice of society in the reform of
financial regulation by presenting public interest arguments to law
makers and the public as a counterweight to the private interest
lobbying of the financial industry».

 This is a form of «private politics» as theorized by Baron.
 In Daubanes and Rochet (2017) we study the conditions under

which NGOs can be effective against excess lobbying and
regulatory capture.
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TRANSPARENCY AND THE ROLE OF 
EXPERTS

 Model could be applied to other industries where outcomes are 
random.

 In the pharma industry, firms conduct studies to convince public 
authorities that their drugs are efficient and have little side effects.

 Like in the financial industry, they use academics to produce these 
studies but they do not publish all the results.

This leads to two questions: 
 would it be socially beneficial to require full transparency (i.e. 

publish all the studies),
 How to guarantee the independence of experts?  
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